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Completing an SCA which adequately serves its paThpws-requires- hat we-be
our own toughest critics:

o Does it clearly and completely communicate to the DOE
investigators specifically what problems we have with the
programs they present in the SCR (work elements, logic diagrams
and schedules)?

o Does it say specifically what we expect, where we have
identified deficiencies or areas that are incomplete?

o Are we being fair, objective and accurate in our
characterization and evaluation of the plans presented in the
SCR?

Successfully completing the job requires strong self criticism -- it
requires that we scrub very hard on our own work as we finalize the SCA.

The points identified in this document reiterate and elaborate on
guidance given previously (i.e., memo from B. Wright to BWIP Review Team
on 12-3-82, and note to BWIP and NTS Review Teams from H. Miller on
1-5-83). Please consider these guidelines carefully and examine your
respective chapters in the SCA for compliance with them.

Hubert J. Miller, Chief
High-Level Waste Technical

Development Branch
Division of Waste Management
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SCA PREPARATION GUIDELINES

These points must be observed in finalizing each of the SCA chapters. We
must clearly project a sensitivity to these points through the way the
SCA written. The SCA is an important tool for giving guidance to and
communicating with DOE -- NTS, ONWI as well as Hanford -- on what we are
expecting.

1. RELEVANCE TO LICENSING

The entire analysis, from beginning to end, must be tied to
information required in licensing assessments (10 CFR 60
assessments).

2. SUFFICIENCY

We must be able demonstrate that what we are concerned about is only
what is necessary and sufficient to ultimately make licensing
findings. Bounding approaches may be appropriate and given limited
time and resources we must be able to demonstrate that we are not
asking for more than is necessary.

3. SENSITIVITY TO REAL WORLD FACTORS

a. Limited DOE resources (funds and time).
b. Phased SC investigations are appropriate and necessary.
c. Flexibility is requied to allow for "learning as you go" and

adjustments. Adjustments will be made within each program area
and in relative priorities among program areas.

d. Lead times vary. Not all matters must be settled at the start
of site characterization. Must be careful to identify what is
.on critical path.

e. Must have complete program layed out in broad terms and settle
details on at least first steps of SC investigations and long
lead items.

f. Can't piece meal problem. Systems approach, with minimum
subsystem performance requirements met, is appropriate and
necessary. Can't have narrow focus on isolated issues or areas
where allowance for compensating factors is not made.
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We should convey in our written criticisms a sensitivity to such
factors as appropriate so that our comments are heard and not
discounted as unrealistic.

4. COMPLETENESS OF-REVIEW

a. If it is not presented in the SCR or in information formally
submitted, "it does not exist" for purposes of this review. If
important information is missing (even though we may understand
it exists from discussions with DOE in workshops and the like)
it should be treated as missing and a critical comment is in
order.

b. Identification and Characterization of Uncertainties and Limitations

DOE programs must, to the extent practicable, clearly identify,
characterize and account for uncertainties and limitations.
Critically comment where this is not the case:

(i) Where it leads to lack of plans directly in program area
involved.

(ii) Where it leads to lack of plans in other areas (e.g.,
scant information on sealing, betting that the outcome of
other barrier investigations and performance assessments
will be positive).

c. There can be no significant problems in the SCR that are
not commented on.

The most effective and responsible way to be giving guidance to
DOE is through comment on their plans. We can't have
investigators wondering what NRC thinks of their program or
their planned approaches as described in the SCR. Therefore,
we must make sure, for example, that we are pointedly
commenting on:

(i) identification and description of work elements
- information needs (data and analysis) for work elements
- priorities placed on work elements
- mandatory measurement conditions

(ii) logic and sequencing diagrams
(iii) schedules
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(iv) major specific points of approach to investigations such
as bounding or simplifying assumptions made to the program
feasible

Make all of our criticisms through comments on specific items in
the SCR. Talk to DOE through their document...don't go around it.

d. Must have complete program layed out in broad terms and
settle details on at least first steps of investigations and
long lead items.

5., COMPLETENESS/FAIRNESS/DEFENSIBILITY OF DOCUMENTATION

a. Say specifically what's missing

In many places we say that there is missing information or that
plans are lacking. There can be no observation like this without
specific guidance on what we are TIioking for. The obvious question,
"What specifically does NRC want?" must be answered. We must say
why the missing information is required/essential. We must convey
what level of detail is needed and when. We must use concrete,
specific examples to convey what we are looking for. We must be
sensitive to the real world factors discussed above and, in what we
write, clearly demonstrate that we are sensitive to these.

Furthermore, we must be able to say what we are going to do with the
information once we get it. We must be prepared to take the next
step upon receipt of whatever information we get and be prepared to
take positions on it.

We must decide, and effectively cover in some fashion in our
analysis the following:

(i) When are data and information on critical path?
(ii) What procedures, plans, details do we need to see? When? At

what level of detail?
Olii) We must be realistic about what level of detail we say ought

to have been presented in the SCR. (Obviously we can't ask for
all levels of detail to be actually in SCA). What should go in
reference documents and plans?

(iv) What levels of detail do we expect to review and when?
(Obviously we don't have resouces to review all in detail --
some are not on critical path now).
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b. Raise and deal with counterarguments

In raising concerns, making comments and criticisms, we must
actively try to make the counterarguments that would be raised by
DOE. For example: "That's not important at this early stage in
S.C.," or, "We can bound the problem," or "That concern does not
relate to licensing performance assessments," or "That's beyond what
is necessary and sufficient for licensing assessments." We must do
this for fairness and objectivity but also out of self defense -- as
a check of ourselves and for maximum effectiveness in delivering our
point. We should explicitly anticipate and, in our written
analysis, deal with.the major counterarguments that might be made to
our criticisms. We must actually try to see other views and clearly
show in some way what we have done. (This is essential.) This is the
most effective way to assure that our message will be understood. If DOE
sees that their arguments are not lost on us -- that we have fully
considered them and that our criticism or comment still applies --

they will be most apt to listen and able to understand.

c. Be direct -- Say what's wrong

We must clearly say when the SCR or DOE programs are deficient. In
many cases, there is a long discussion about "what should be
done"..."What ought to be done"... but no direct critical analysis of
DOE plans. Don't leave reader guessing and having to infer that SCR
is deficient on the point being discussed.

d. Avoid mischaracterization of SCR

There are a lot of comments about "plans that are lacking in detail"
or "plans that don't exist"-etc. We must check and double check to
ensure that we have given credit to DOE for what's in the SCR. We
must explicitly recognize those sections, plans, etc. which
generally relate to the thing we say is missing or lacking. If
there is something which on its face provides what we are asking
for, we must explicitly acknowledge it and say why it is not
adequate. There is an enormous amount of this in the drafts to
date. We must, furthermore, do a sufficient job on this so that a
third party reading the SCA and SCR together (without any help from
us, but possibly with some help from those who are not sympathetic
with, or stand to look bad with, SCA comments) gets the impression
we carefully read the SCR, and fairly represented it.
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We must be very complete in our analysis, in giving full recognition
to SCR plans and leave no doubt that we carefully/thoroughly
reviewed it.

e. Clearly identify underlying concern

Frequently, to effectively make a point, we will argue by
analogy/example or we discuss the symptom of a problem. While this
is needed, make sure we get our bottom-line concern clearly stated
so that in response we don't get attention given to something other
than the real concern. Also, if we are not complete enough in
saying what our concern is, we will get an answer that on its face
appears to deal with the commment as it is-literally stated but not
the real concern.. Example: "Columbia River Basalt flows can be
highly undulating and of uneven thickness" This point was made by
using Umtanum Flow as an example with figures cited on its varying
thickness. Unless we are complete, DOE's response might be that "We
are not looking at the Umtanum anymore," instead of "We recognize
basalt flows can vary in thickness and have a full program to
characterize, and take account of, the varying thickness of any flow
that we are investigating."

f. Give guidance

If you say something is wrong in SCR plans, you must tell what you
are expecting to be done to fix the problem:

(i) minimum steps that should be taken, and/or
(ii) factors which should be considered and explicitly addressed in

responding to the concern we raise.

Be as specific as you can. The guidance we give should be laid out in
a logical, systematic fashion.

g. Strike proper balance in guidance

In identifying what's missing or giving guidance we must constantly
struggle with, and demonstrate that we are struggling with, striking
the right balance between (a) providing sufficient guidance and (b)
not being overly prescriptive. The level of appropriate guidance is
constantly changing as we gather more data and learn more.
Therefore, this is a continuing question that we should be carefully
weighing. We must put ourselves in the investigator's shoes and let
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him know we are doing this. I
for successful communication.

We will then have the greatest chance

h. Don't criticize the past

Do not waste effort criticizing the SCR from the point of view of where
"they should have been" or what "they should have done". Criticism of
past activities should only occur where it is important to criticizing
where they plan to go from here.

6. COORDINATION

As with the review of the SCR, the development of our critical
analyses and comments in the SCA must be well coordinated among
technical program areas. Some repetition and redundancy is
inevitable, and indeed desirable. However, there can be no
conflicting messages.

7. SIGNIFICANCE

The concerns/comments/criticisms do not in many cases convey the
potential significance of the matter at issue. It is not possible
for the reader to tell whether questions being raised are serious
(of first order concern), or low priority (second-third-order
concerns). Some comments sound like they are "nice to ask" and
correct", but not significant.

In connection with this, we must also -- when questioning assertions
of RHO -- identify the nature of our concerns and distinguish
between the following:

a. Cases where we think data and information actually support an
opposite conclusion,

b. Things are so uncertain that no one or even several
interpretations can be pointed to as most likely, and

c. Cases where we think the degree of certainty projected is
beyond what can be supported but, all things considered,
examining all direct and circumstantial evidence -- the
interpretations being pushed are most likely. I.e., we have
actively considered all points of view and are more concerned
about tone than we are that the interpretations are wrong.

K-)
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There is a big difference in these cases, and too often we are
not clear on which situation we think exists. We should be
explicit.

8. CONSISTENCY IN FORMAT

In general, the structural organization of all Chapters of the SCA
must stick to the two part issues/plans structure:

a. Issues - What are the potential licensing issues to be adequately
identified and characterized?

b. Current Status on Issues - What are our criticisms/concerns/comments
about the adequacy of the SCR characterization of issue status?
Have they full/completely stated the issues and information
needs? The RHO assertions and "lack-of-confidence" (e.g.,
groundwater travel time) type of matters are dealt with here.

c. Plans - What are the NRC's criticisms of the adequacy of the plans
for obtaining the information needed to resolve the issues?

These elements (items a, b, and c above)
format as follows:

Chapter Section

fall within the Chapter(s)

Elements To Be Covered

-.1 Introduction Background

Type of Material Presented in the SCR
Relevant Sections of 10 CFR 60
Relationships Among Issues

-.2 Principal Issues in the SCR

-.3 Analysis of Issues

Item a. - Issues

Item a. - Issues
Item b. - Current

status on
issues

-.4 Analysis of the Site Characterization Program
7
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-.5 NRC Conclusions and Comments Punchy summary of
criticisms in
previous sections

9. CONCISE CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Within the overall structural organization of the chapters, our
criticisms, concerns and comments must uniformly be made according to
the following simple rules:

a. State criticism/concern/comment generally at the beginning to focus
discussion (in Chapter sections -.2, -.3, and -.4), then

b. develop i't and say:

(i) What the criticism/concern/comment is about and why it's
important

(ii) What kinds of things are needed or should be considered to
remedy the problem

Don't include general discussions that are not needed to directly
support the point we are trying to make.

c. No more than one concern developed at a time - don't mix up a
bunch of separate concerns.

d. Comments/criticisms must be developed one at a time in logical
order. They must stand out.

e. Analyses must be punchy -- concerns must stand out.

10. UNSUPPORTED/UNQUALIFIED/SWEEPING STATEMENT

Avoid numerous sweeping generalizations that are going to muddy the
waters. E.g.:

"considerable error"
"far exceed"
"serious complications"

We must be careful to explain ourselves.

11. AUDIENCE

"How far exceed? etc.

The audience of the SCA is as follows:
8
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1st The DOE investigator (text and appendices)

2nd The DOE manager/decision maker responsible for funding the
projects (text)

3rd The public, including astute technical community (text and
appendices)

4th The policy makers, including Congressional staffers,
Commissioners, Commissioners'assistants, etp. (Conclusions,
selected text)
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